
Class VI Sanghamitra School
Holiday H.W for Christmas

Obj: To revise for P.T-5
English: Do the given worksheet to revise the

topics (1 Hour)
Science: Read C.W and T.B of Le-3 Electricity &

Circuits and answer the questions given
neatly (30 minutes)

Math: Solve the Sums given in Worksheet in A4
size paper neatly. (30 minutes)

Social: Read Le-4 Different types of
government(Civics) from c.w & T.B and
answer the questions given. (35 mins)

Hindi: Learn and write Q & A and C:iT.lT-~ of

Le 10 3it'r ~ ~ H.W 1 time (30 minutes)

Note: Submit all the H.W on ~V127 /12/18
without fail.

""- ----------...---------------

Sanghamitra School
Class: VI Homework Schedule Sub: Science
Objective: To recall and revise the concepts ofPT-5 syllabus.
Answer the following questions on A4 sheets as per the schedule give below:
23/1212018
(1) Define the following terms: (a) Current electricity (b) Electric switch (c) Conductors (d) Insulators
(e) Cell (f) Electronic current (g) Battery (h) Conventional current (i) Circuit (j) Electrons
(2) Explain the construction of an electric bulb with a neat labelled diagram.
24/12/2018
3. Explain the construction and working of a torch light with a neat labelled diagram.
4. Explain how conductors and insulators work hand in hand with two examples from our day to day life.
25/1212018
5. Name the two sources of electricity. Compare them.
6. State the difference between electronic current and conventional current. Draw a diagram to show

their directions.
26/12/2018
7. What is the difference between an open circuit and a closed circuit? How does a switch help them?
8. Is electricity a boon or bane? Explain with two examples .
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Sanghamitra School

Class -VI Holiday H.W for Christmas Ti
le-4: Different types of Government{
SUB: Social science
Obj: To read the TB and answer questi
revise for PT- S.
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Class: VllEnglish

Sec: 1"i'Me -1MY

Sanghamitra School

Revision for P.T-V Name: ----
Roll No:

I. Use the simple present or the present continuous form of the verb in the following
sentences.

11.Use the simple past form of suitable verbs to complete the sentences.

I.He me a lie. (tell)

2. The dog at the stranger. (bark)

3. The children to the park to play. (run)

4. He a stone into the river. (throw)

5. He fast to catch the bus. (run)

6. The child bitterly. (cry)

7. The children as the juggler played tricks. (enjoy)

8. The cat the whole milk. (drink)

9. She at the dining table to eat food. (sit)

10. The lion loudly. (roar)

1. She always the truth. (speak)

2. The gardener the plants now. (water)

3. We a meeting next month. (hold)

4. The dogs at strangers. (bark)

5. The earth around the sun. (revolve)

6. They on a picnic today. (go)

7. I always to bed early. (go)

8. We our hands before meals. (wash)

9. The cows in the field at this moment. (graze)

10. She never late for her office. (get)

II.She my problem. (understand)

12.They a new motor bike. (buy)

13. Water in winter. (freeze)

14. I ~you tomorrow. (see)

15. Rani for more than ten hours. (sleep)

.•.



Ill. Fill in the blanks with the Simple Future Tense forms of the verbs given in t
brackets.

1. Monty (take) the dog to the vet tomorrow.

2. He (pass) the examination this year.

3. The Head master (free) him in the evening.

4. I (write) a short story for the magazine.

5. The blind man (cross) the busy road.

6. Razia (help) her in sitting the table.

7. They (cut) down the trees.

8. The ship (sink) in the ocean.

9. You (enjoy) the company of my cousin.

10. The moon (revolve) round the earth.

11. Bobby (want) to see this photograph.

12. Rahul (work) hard this year.

Ill. What makes my parents really happy .....
Complete the above story in about 100-150 words and give a suitable title to it.



Sanghamitra Scho~
Class: VI Revision for P.T.-5
Name: ----~--------------Objective: To revise the concepts for P.T.-5 .
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Q 11 Ram can solve a problem in 2 hours while Shyam can solve. the same problem in 3,houts. Find the ratio of
both.' ..

Q' 12 The boys and girls in a school are in the ratio 8: 3. If the number of girls is 40S, how many boys are there -

in the school?

Q 13 Ahmed walks at a speed of S km per hour while Ali ~alks at the rate ofIO km per hour'! Find the ratio of

the~sp~e~.

Q 14'The length, breadth and height ofa building is 200 m, I'JSm and lS0.,nl respectively.Find theratioof'

(i) Length : breadth.

(ii) Length: height.

. Q 15 Determine whether the given ratios are equal.

{i) 30: 4S and 60: lOO?

".l'it) 15) 16~ 16) 1800 .

17) 900 ~.- ..--. -----

·:4·.•·.:· . - ~:.. ' ., -.•...

Q 21 Fi~d the.third term of the proportion whose first, second and fourth terms are 6,15 and-2Srespectively.

. Q.22 If the first, sec~nd and third tennsof a proportion are 18; 6 and 25 respectively, then find the fourth term ..

Q 23 Ifl0 bananas costRs. 20, what will be the costof7 bananas? . .'. . .
. .

Q 24 If sugar costs Rs 7 per 100 gm and salt costs Rs Sper SOO gm, then findthe ratio of th~ price of sugar to

. salt.

. Q2SS pens costRs 144. How much the cost.of 14 pens? , .

Q 26 A carcan.cover a distance Of 648 Kms ..in 108litr~s of petrol. How much petrol will be-required by the cat

to cover a distance of 1746 Kms.?

Q 27 In an office of 25 people, 11 people like reading, 5 people like singing and 9 people like dancing. Find the.. '

ratio of

(a) People who like dancing to people who like singing.

(b) People who like dancing to people who like reading .:

(c) People who like reading to the total people.

~•.,
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Class 6,sec- R.No.- SANGHAMITRA SCHOOL
Math worksheet

Objectives :-
1. To develop mathematical and logical reasoning skiils.
2. To know the usage of mathematics in daily life situations.

LOGICAL REASONING
1. Rearrange the following letters to make a single word and then choose the category to which it

belongs.
FGO R (A) City (9) Animal (e) Vegetable (0) Person

2. Joy wants to save ;'f50 to buy a pair of roller blades. He plans to save;t2 in the first month,~ 4 in the
second month,J=6 in the third month, and ~8 in the fourth month.

If Joy continues this savings pattern, then how many

months will Joy take to save.:f50 ?

Month Amount saved during month Total savings
1 ~2 ~22 ~4 ~6
3 ~6 ~124 ~8 ~20• • ·• • •• • •

5 months (9) 7 months (e) 9 months (0) 13 months

66=D6D.6D=00.D
=50

3.

Using the diagram above, which of the following statements is true?

(A) O<D (C) 6. <0 (0) 6. <0(8) 0>0
4. According to th e diagram,

how many students have more than one favourite type of book?
Favourite Book Types

Fantasy ~::""" " .:. Biography
"

Mystery" ","".

x = 1 student
(A) 3 (9) 5 (O) 8(C) 7

MATHEMATICAL REASONING

5. In Parul's garden, there are 25 rows of vegetables. She has five more rows of peppers than tomatoes and
two fewer rows of cucumbers than tomatoes. If y represents the number of rows of tomatoes in the
garden, then which number sentence can be used to find how many rows of each vegetable were planted?

(A) Y + (y + 5) + (y + 2) + y = 25 (B)(y+5)+y=25 (C) (y + 5) +(Y-2) = 25 (0) (y + 5) + (y - 2) + Y = 25

6. Which of the following figures have at least two lines of symmetry? ~*o~P Q R S(A) Only P (B) Both P and Q (e) Both Q and R (0) P, Q, Rand S

7. Subtract 29.375 from the sum of 85.75 and 5.9.

(A) 62.275 (B) 63.275 (C) 64.275 (0) 65.275

8. The five-day forecast for the South Pole lists the low temperatures (in Fahrenheit) as -24°, -28°, -29°,
-25°, and -30°. Which choice shows the temperatures in order from the lowest to the highest?

(A) -24°, -250
, -28°, -29°, -300 (B) -30°, -28°, -29°, -250

, -24°
(C) -30°, -29°, -28°, -250

, -24° (0) -300
, -290

, --28°, -24°, -250

9. What is the value ofthe given expression? 3 + 3 x 3(4 + 3)
(A) 38 (9)42 (C) 45 (0)66
10. Mohit is selling candy bars. He has chocolate bars, nut bars, and mint bars. If a customer buys two bars,
and the bars are not ofthe same type, how many different combinations are possible?
(A) 3 (B) 6 (C) 9 (0) 12


